General Announcements (Sanaa)

- Hoping to reopen the Danson Room soon.
- ATM (international development fund update):
  - 60 responses (probably the best we are going to get)
  - Going through the results in the new few weeks
  - Will have a motion ready for the general meeting in a fortnight’s time.

Events Update: During term, Formals & 9th Week

- 5th Week event (James)
  - One alcoholic and one non-alcoholic event planned
    - Non-alcoholic = a movie screening in the MOLT (groups of 6 can sit together)
  - Need to make sure noise doesn’t disturb students with exams
    - Will end at 10PM
    - Either a day-time event or will start in the afternoon.
  - To talk to MCR reps after their Tapas and Sangria night (for feedback, advice, etc.)

- 9th Week Update (James)
  - John is open to the idea of 9th week, but we can’t frame it as a party week
  - Need a diverse range of events to balance out the bops
  - Zoe may have some arts week activities planned
  - Will laisse with other colleges (for intercollege socialization & so we can use some of their bigger, more noise friendly spaces)
    - SM- about 50% of colleges are on track for 9th week so there will be lots of opportunities for intercollege events.
  - James and Caroline to organize bops and try and find some club deals.

- More on 9th Week (Sanaa)
  - College wants the rent money however some students may not be able to afford the extra week and we can’t leave them out – how are we going to negotiate this?
    - JC – the current justification is that students should have money saved from not being in college.
    - But it is obviously not this straightforward and that’s not an inadequate solution.
  - Event ideas:
- EM – Croquet tournament
- JC - Pool tournament
- ATM – International food festival
- OW – A workshop on balancing COVID risk and social anxiety as lockdown eases
  - Maya to discuss with deans
- EM – Post-trashing community litter pick-up
- SM – Community week dog walking
  - Would also be good for people doing exams during the week
  - Maya to look into this
- ATM – ‘Elimination’ game (see community week 2019)
  - James to ask George Harper about how this works

• Formal and Halfway Hall Update (Sanaa):
  o On track with catering team to have a formal every week (Thursday)
  o These are split between the JCR and MCR
    - We currently don’t know what the split is
  o Halfway Hall potentially during 7th week:
    - We don’t want to overwhelm catering (who are still on half-capacity kitchens)
    - Would have to get organized very fast
    - Orly will need help and may not be on site around this time
  Organizing will include:
    - Liaising with catering team regarding menu and location
    - Decorations (planning, buying, putting up and taking down)
    - Photography
    - Categories
  - Orly to email Natalie to try and get the ball rolling
  o Halfway Hall potentially during 9th Week:
    - Less restrictions
    - But some students won’t be on-site/ will still have exams
  o Google Form to be put on year group chat, asking:
    - Preferred data
    - Number of students who will be here during 9th week
    - Who is willing to help out
  o We now have a small committee to Finalists (Maz Sutton and Tobey Anderson) to see what they want for their finalist’s formal and when they want it.
  o AL – would it be better for the finalists to take the 9th week slot (as most if them would have finished their exams by then?)
  o Because the MCR don’t have strict terms, they can do their formals anytime during the summer. They could work around us (TBC).

---

Any Other Business
• Tortoise update (Becky)
  o Deborah has been emailed about the potential new tortoise and adopting the Rayne Rabbits.
  o The rabbits are high priority because their owner is leaving college at the end of term.